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NPS Center for Homeland Defense and Security master’s degree graduate Margaret Muhr is playing a leading role
in ensuring concerns and needs of Indian Country are met in deploying a nationwide project establishing
communications interoperability among first responders.
Muhr, the first and only Native American to graduate from CHDS’ master’s degree program, has joined the First
Responder Network Authority (FirstNet) as a Regional Tribal Government Liaison for FirstNet (FEMA) Regions I-
VIII. FirstNet is tasked under a 2012 law with establishing and maintaining the “first high-speed, nationwide wireless
broadband network dedicated to public safety,” according to the group’s website.  “FirstNet will provide a single
interoperable platform for emergency and daily public safety communications.”
An enrolled member of the Potawatomi Nation, Muhr was
formerly the director of emergency services for the Agua
Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians in Southern California.
“My job is to make sure conversations are taking place
between everyone involved in FirstNet and to coordinate
any tribal issues with all of those moving parts,” Muhr said.
“I spend a lot of time in the field talking to tribes, attending
meetings, and listening to issues and concerns.”
Her experience interacting with homeland security leaders
in the CHDS classroom has proved invaluable.
“Probably the biggest benefit of CHDS was feeling confident
when interacting with another agency,” she said. “You are
faced with such a diverse group of people and so many
levels of government. It really makes you comfortable
working with anybody and everybody.”
Muhr’s CHDS thesis, “What is the Problem to Which the
Answer Was Public Law 83-280: How is it Working Out and
What Should We Do Next?,” explored that Act’s shortcomings from a tribal perspective. Classroom activities, such
as the three-minute thesis drill, honed her skills in quickly getting her point across and educating others. Part of her
job now is educating state and federal officials on how to respectfully interact with tribal leaders.
Carl Rebstock, National Tribal Government Liaison and Muhr’s team leader, said she is the ideal ambassador for
FirstNet:  a tribal government liaison capable of building alliances between local, state, tribal, and federal officials as
they embark, together, on deploying a first-of-its-kind nationwide public safety broadband network.
“FirstNet hit the lottery when Margaret Muhr accepted our job offer,” Rebstock said. “Beyond her professional
credentials—which are sterling, as one might imagine of a CHDS alumna—she is respected by tribal public safety
professionals across the nation. “
With 567 federally recognized tribes in the country, the job also requires a suitcase and plane tickets as Muhr has
traveled throughout Indian Country to explain the program and listen to what leaders need in terms of
interoperability. She’ll even travel by ATV since many tribes live in more rural areas where these are the vehicle of
choice.
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“The tribe I met with yesterday said they have a significant amount of response to accidents in rural areas of the
reservation, out there where they have no (cellular or radio) service,” Muhr noted. “Coverage objectives in those
rural areas are a high priority.”
Diplomacy is a key asset as tribal governments sometimes chafe at interacting with state employees rather than
federal peers. Sensitivity is of utmost importance as what some may see as a vast expanse of inadequate
broadband coverage may also be revered spiritual land. Muhr’s credibility as a Native American, coupled with her
years of emergency management experience, is helpful.
“One of your goals is to diffuse politics, focus on benefits,” she said. “There are a lot of tribes that don’t talk at all to
their state,” Muhr observed. “I tell them fine, I can convey the information. They know I worked for a tribe for 10
years. We talk a lot about how disasters don’t respect boundaries, radio waves don’t either. We have to put politics
aside and focus on our first responders.”
The Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act created the First Responder Network Authority (FirstNet), an
independent government authority undertaking what is described as a first-of-its-kind initiative. Building the
broadband network will address a long-elusive recommendation from the 9/11 Commission to achieve
interoperability among responding agencies at all levels of government and from near and far. The effort leapt
forward in mid-January 2016 when the organization issued a request for proposals (RFP) on the Federal Business
Opportunities website seeking an industry partner to join with the federal government in deploying the network.
Those proposals are due April 16 and the job should be awarded in late 2016.
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